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Abstract-Recently, automatic lips reading ALR acquired a significant
interest among many researchers due to its adoption in many applications.
One such application is in speech recognition system in noisy environment,
where visual cue that contain some integral information added to the audio
signal, as well as the way that person merges audio-visual stimulus to
identify utterance. The unsolved part of this problem is the utterance
classification using only the visual cues without the availability of acoustic
signal of the talker's speech. By taking into considerations a set of frames
from recorded video for a person uttering a word; a robust image
processing technique is used to isolate the lips region, then suitable
features are extracted that represent the mouth shape variation during
speech. These features are used by the classification stage to identify the
uttered word. This paper is solve this problem by introducing a new
segmentation technique to isolate the lips region together with a set of
visual features base on the extracted lips boundary which able to perform
lips reading with significant result. A special laboratory is designed to
collect the utterance of twenty six English letters from a multiple speakers
which are adopted in this paper (UOTEletters corpus). Moreover; two type
of classifier (using Numeral Virtual generalization (NVG) RAM and K
nearest neighborhood KNN) where adopted to identify the talker’s
utterance. The recognition performance for the input visual utterance when
using NVG RAM is 94.679%, which is utilized for the first time in this work.
While; 92.628% when KNN is utilize.
Keywords- visual speech, feature extraction, AV letters recognition,
classification.
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1. Introduction
Great availability of pattern recognition systems
and multimedia devices motivate researchers to
be interested in visual speech recognition system
design. One important reason behind building
visual speech recognition system is the need for
quiet communication between human and
machine that the operation of the human still has
a weakness in this communication process. [1]
Furthermore, the increase in the development and
cheapness of digital computer and FPGA (field
programmable gate array) technology promises
low cost hardware, hence it is simple to
implement this system [2].
Providing a computational solution to visual
speech recognition can be divided into three main
tasks, or stages: Firstly, the mouth region is
automatically or manually detected for a given set
of images (lips segmentation). Secondly, suitable
visual features from the given mouth images that

represent the utterance of the speakers are
detected. Finally, these features are used as input
to recognition network in order to identify the
speaker utterance.
Here a review some important approaches
introduced by the researchers recently in order to
solve the problem of utterance classification
visually with and without the presence of acoustic
signal which proposed in this paper.
Harry Mcgurk [3] gave the first flash on the
importance of VSR system. They made a simple
experiment by collecting a mix of peoples to be
trained and tested on a different utterance The
result indicated a 99% correct accuracy response
for auditory only; wherein auditory – visual
resulted in a percentage error of about 52%, due
to the confusion between soundtrack and the lips
movement. In [4] an improved version of
automatic lip reading is developed using vector
quantization for the extracted features from the
lips region to reduce the segmented error. A
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dynamic time wrapping is used for the
classification parts. The proposed system was
tested on multi talker pronouncing the alphabetic
letters. Results from combined acoustic and
visual
speech
recognition
showed
an
improvement in performance reaching 66% for
visual only.An algorithm for segmenting the
speaker‟s lip and features extraction is proposed
in [5]. The algorithm is based on converting the
image from RGB region to HI (hue intensity)
region then using Markov random field modeling
to determine red hue current region. The final
stage is to extract the region of interest ROI to get
the geometric feature. 95% correct segmented lips
images are obtained that verified the success of
the algorithm. While, a method of integrating
both types of lips features information, (color
information and Edge information) is presented
by Zhang [6]. The proposed system consists of
multi stages; first using hue transformation to
enhance the color space, second using the notable
red hue as an indicator to locate the position of
the lips, finally contract the inner and outer
boundary for the lips region and calculating the
edge point. The result shows that the correct lips
feature can be extracted successfully. S.L. Wang
et al. [7] introduced a new lips feature extraction
based on geometric and based model. A 16-point
lip model is used to represent the lip contour.
Using FCMS (fuzzy clustering method
incorporating shape function) to get the
probability map and a region area can be
calculated. Experimental results show that the
proposed research satisfies correct results for
5,000 lip images of over 20 people. In [8] a new
approach for automatic lips point feature on a
talker face is proposed. The extracted visual
information is then classified in order to
recognize the utterance of some French words.
Experiments revealed that the system recognition
is 73%. Muzaffer Doğan [9] developed an
application using Microsoft MS Kinect camera to
recognize Turkish color names to be used in the
education of hearing impaired children. The
proposed model consists of two stages. The first
predefines lips point using MS kinetic face by the
SDK program. The second extracts feature from
these points by calculating the corner angle
between them. K-nearest Neighbors KNN
classifier is used to classify the word with
Manhattan and Euclidian distance. As a result, the
isolated words are classified with a success rate
of 78.22%. In this paper a new technique for
improving visual speech recognition are proposed
including the three stages mentioned. These
techniques was tested for a twenty six alphabet
English
words
from
thirty
speakers
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pronunciations, however it can be extended to
work for different sets of words and other
languages as well. The next sections in this paper
are outlined as follows. Section 2 describes new
approach to isolate the moth region from face
area then segmented the lips boundary. Section 3
explains one type of lips feature extraction
(geometric model). Section 4 describes the two
proposed classifiers used to identify the speakers'
utterances. Section 5 illustrates the proposed
visual speech recognition system. Section six the
simulation results for testing the classification
rate of the input visual speech for the proposed
VSR systems. Section 7 outlines major
conclusions of this work.

2. Lips Segmentation
The proposed visual speech recognition system is
organized into three modules: 1) lips
segmentation from mouth image; 2) visual lips
feature extraction (model base); 3) utterance
classification. Before lips segmentation process
start a preprocessing operation on the input must
be applied, .The first operation is selecting the
best sets of frame from the input video frames
that represent the pronounced word. The second
one is to detect the face area from the input image
then face part detection process is applied to
isolate the moth region therefore, to identify this
operation a face parts detection method based on
Viola – Jons algorithm VJA is considered in this
paper [10]. VJA is one of the first real time face
detection algorithm [11]. Furthermore, it is a
machine approach for face part detection, which
is capable of processing image extremely quickly
and achieving high detection rate as shown in
Figure 1. Once the mouth is isolated, a new
method is proposed depending on skin color
segmentation to isolate the lip boundary correctly.
Furthermore, it removes any additional unwanted
clusters area within the lips image, which is
important for extracting good lips movements‟
features. At the beginning, the effective mouth
images for the utterance video are extracted and
converted to gray scale based on word
segmentation process and VJA algorithms as
shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 1: Region of interest (ROI) to detect face
parts.

(a)

(b)
Figure 2: Effective selective mouth images for three
subjects. (a) Color image, (b) Intensity image

The main aim of the proposed segmentation
algorithm (PSA) is to extract the lips boundary
from each selected frame according to the
following steps:
1. Crop the mouth region window from the binary
image of the selected frames, based on VJA as
shown in Figure 3. The binary image of the
mouth will be represented as a
matrix of
zeroes and ones.
2. Remove the surrounding boundary in order to
obtain the edges of the mouth using the following
operations.
a. Find the number of ones in each row of the
binary image matrix.
b. Remove the rows that have the number of
one‟s less than 10% of
(experimentally
selected).
c. Finding the number of ones in each column of
the binary image matrix.
d. Remove the columns that have the number of
one‟s less than 10% of . Figure 4 shows the
output image of this step.
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Figure 3: Effective selective frames binary output
from stage 1

Figure 4: Effective selective frames binary output
from stage 2

3. Trace the objects that do not belong to the
mouth and remove them according to the
following steps:
a. All exterior bounded objects in binary image
matrix.
b. Remove all objects that have number of pixels
less than
of the number of image pixels
After this step is done, the binary image appears
as illustrated in Figure 5.
4. Extract the final mouth boundary by removing
all rows and columns that contain zero pixels only
as demonstrated in Figure 6.
3. Visual Feature Extraction (Geometric Base
Model)
In general, visual lips features representation
approaches are divided into two parts; pixelbased and model based. The model-based features
are adopted for the proposed VSR system to
extract one types of visual lips features. A method
is proposed for extracting the geometric features
depending on specific pixel labeled automatically
on the lip„s boundary.
Geometric or Points of Interest (POI) represent
one of the visual speech features in this work.
After extracting the exact lip boundary, a
proposed method will be used to extract the
geometric features by setting age lip pixels. Eight
pixels are considered to calculate these features,
as shown in Figure 7, according to the following
steps:
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Figure 5: Effective selective frames after boundary
operation

(5)

b.

For P6,

and

are computed as:
(6)

c.
Figure 6: Final frames for correct lips boundary.

For P7,

and

are computed as:
(7)

d.

For P8, and Y8 are computed as:
(8)

3. After computing the required edges points for
the lips image, four features (height, width, left
height and right height) will be extracted as
shown in fig. (7). The following equations will be
used to compute these features:

Figure 7: Eight pixels on the lips edges

1. Determine the exact lips boundary images and
assign the size as
, where N and M is the
number of rows and columns of binary mouth
image respectively.
2. Localize the eight pixels of interest on the lips
boundary by calculating the Cartesian coordinate
of these pixels as follows. (Assuming the left
upper corner of the image is the original point).
a. For P1,
and are computed as:
(1)
b. For P2, x2 and y2 are computed as:
(2)
Where Index is the vector of the locations of
vector that is equal logic 1.
c.
For P3,
and are computed as:
(3)
d.

For P4 ,

and

are computed as:
(4)

a.

For P5 ,

and

are computed as:

(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
4. Proposed Classifiers
The last stage of the proposed VSR system is the
classification part. For the geometric features
(visual cues as input signals), two types of
decision classifier are suggested in order to get
highest probability of correct discrimination. All
of these classifiers are based on traditional
classification algorithms, which include Numeral
Virtual Generalization Random access memory
(NVG-RAM) and K- Nearest Neighborhoods
(KNN).
I. NVG-RAM
Virtual Generalizing Random Access Memory
Weightless Neural Networks (VG-RAM WNN) is
an efficient learning mechanism device that
provides simple implementation and fast training
and testing [12]. (VG-RAM WNN) is a RAM
based neural network that just need memory
capacity which is enough to store the data with
regard to the training set in the nodes of these
networks. This memory stores the input-output
pairs appearing during training phase, instead of
only the output. In the test phase, the memory of
731
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VG-RAM WNN nodes is searched associatively
by comparing the input presented to the network
with all inputs in the input-output pairs trained.
The output of each VG-RAM WNN neuron is
taken by the distance function implemented by
VG-RAM WNN nodes called Hamming distance
[13].
(13)
Where;
is the hamming distance
between the objects x and y, i is the index of
respective element reading Z out of the total
number of variables m. In other word HD produce
the number of Dissimilarity between the variables
paired by i. The generalization of VG-RAM has
been ensured through storage of all the address
patterns of a node and searching for the nearest
class to the unknown pattern. Figure 8 represents
the circuit diagram for VG_RAM WNN [14, 15].
Although, VG-RAM is an important technique in
the field of pattern recognition, but it suffers from
drawback. The weakness of this method, that it
can handle only the binary patterns. Therefore, an
efficient numeral virtual generalization random
access memory NVG-RAM classifier is
suggested to overcome this issue [16].
The N-VGRAM uses the Manhattan distance [17]
instead of Hamming distance as in ordinary VGRAM in order to determine the matching of the
numeral input-output pairs in recall phase.
Rectilinear distance (Manhattan distance),
considered by Hermann Minkowski, is a form of
geometry in which the usual distance function of
metric or Euclidian geometry is replaced by a
new metric in which the distance between two
points is the sum of the absolute differences of
their Cartesian coordinates. To determine the
Manhattan distance
between two vectors
and, each vector consists of a set of
numeric elements that can be determined by
taking sum of the Manhattan distance for these
elements [18]:

Figure 8: Circuit diagram for VG-RAM

Moreover, the size of memory used to store the
input-output pairs in NVG-RAM is determined
by the number of training sets because all training
pairs are stored in this memory. So that, as well
as the training set increases, the RAM capacity
increases too, also the speed of this method limits
the number of comparisons because it depends on
the number of training sets. Therefore, this
approach adopts a minimization technique to
reduce the size of memory used by minimizing
the number of learning sets and this leads to
increase in the network‟s speed. Although,
number of training set is reduced, the NVG-RAM
maintains a high level of the performance
accuracy.
II. KNN
K- Nearest Neighbors algorithm (KNN) is a nonparametric method used for classification and
pattern recognition. The simplicity and the good
accuracy in this algorithm is the one which makes
it distinctive in relation to the rest of the
algorithms. For a working knowledge of this
algorithm, let's consider a two class problem. The
similar sample most likely will have the same
class assignment. That means the KNN will
classify each similar sample to one class. For an
unknown test sample, the KNN decision will
depend on closest distance between the tested
sample and each nearest sample per class, then
the new sample will be assigned to one of these
classes as shown in Figure 9 [19].

(14)
Where

,
and n is the number of

elements in each vector.
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sample points. This leads to an increase of the
mathematical operation as well as storage
complexity of the algorithm. As the number of
features increases, more number of training data
samples is required; hence it increases the storage
and computational complexities [20].

Figure 9: Classification example of KNN with two
classes

Here k=5 distance. The Euclidian distance can be
calculated as follows:
(15)

Nearest neighbor rule has some problems in
classifying an unknown pattern. If there is m
number of samples per pattern, then to ensure the
nearest neighbor a computed m distances must be
found from the test pattern to each of the sample
points. Also, it is important to store all these m

5. Proposed Visual Speech Recognition System
As mentioned in the previous section ASR system
consists of two parts: acoustic and visual speech
recognizer. This work has adopted only the visual
part, accordingly a visual speech recognition
system VSR is proposed as shown in Figure 10.
This system consists of three stages: the first
stage is subdivided into two sub stages. The first
sub stage is the data corpus for the speakers‟
utterances and the second is the process of face
partition detection and segmentation as explained
in the previous sections.
The second stage is the process of visual features
extractions from the speaker‟s lips movement.
One types of features are suggested, to meet as
much as possible, the required information of
visual cues for the utterance. The final stage is the
classifications process. In this stage the extracted
visual features from the utterance lip images will
be used to identify the thirty speakers‟ utterances

Figure 10: Bock diagram of the proposed VSR system.
In the proposed VSR system I, the visual speech
classifier is a Numeral VG-RAM (NVG-RAM)
neural network. The NVG-RAM algorithm is
considered in this work due to the simplest
arithmetic operations used in this approach, so it
can be readily built by FPGA. Moreover, this
classifier can handle a decimal number instead of
binary number used in traditional VG-RAM.
This type of classifier is characterized by; it can
learn in one shoot. The learning of proposed
system I is just storing the input-output pairs in
RAM. MATLAB code is written for verify the
proposed system. In this program, a two
dimensional matrix was utilized instead of RAM.
The implementation of NVG-RAM in FPGA
required reducing the number of training set of

the visual speech geometric features, because a
limited number of slices exist in the hardware kit.
The recall phase of this network depends on the
minimum Manhattan distance between the
unknown pattern and all pairs stored in the RAM.
The Manhattan distance between the unknown
pattern and all stored pairs are evaluated to find
the smallest distance. The index of the minimum
distance is assigned to the number of the class in
output field. The desired class is fetched to
network output.
Twenty-six words of the visual speech alphabet
letters are needed to be classified by the
NVG_RAM network with visual geometric
features as a features classifier. The training set is
prepared for twenty values of visual feature for
747
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each word from the thirty speakers utterances,
thus the number of vectors in training set is 780
vectors for all the twenty-six alphabet characters.
Each vector contains twenty one fields; the first
twenty fields are used to store the magnitude of
the width F1, height F2, left height F3, and right
height F4 geometric features (four fields for each
feature), while the last field is used to hold the
class number. Therefore, the RAM of this
network consists of 780 locations; each location
consists of twenty-one fields. Each field has
number of cells depending on the number of bit in
equivalent binary number of the features. When
unknown visual speech utterance is received, the
geometric features F1,F2,F3, and F4 are
calculated for this visual utterance After that,
these features are passed to the NVG-RAM
classifier. The classifier finds the nearest pairs in
training sets to extract the feature, based on
Manhattan distance. The identifier can recognize
type of the visual spoken word according to the
minimum distance.
The K - Nearest Neighbors KNN discriminator is
a popular method for audio-video speech
recognition system; this is due to its simplicity
and power in acquiring successful classification
rate on visual speech application. The key idea
behind this classifier, for the training process, is
that similar sets of extracted geometric features
vectors from the speaker‟s utterance belong to
similar class (word). The unknown input
utterances to the classifier are discriminated
based on the distance to the nearest neighbors.
During the recognition process, each isolated
word (letter) belongs to the closest neighbor,
based on the Manhattan or Euclidian distance.
Furthermore, the input data in KNN classifier
does not need further training when a new word is
added to the training data set.
In the proposed VSR system II, the VSR system
is built based on KNN classifier. VSR KNN
classifier will be used to classify twenty-six
alphabet letters from thirty speaker utterances.
The training sets of VSR KNN consist of seven
hundred and eighty visual feature vectors (as
explained in the proposed VSR system I)
belonging to twenty six word uttered by the
speakers. The training phase of the KNN
classifiers will assign each visual features vector
set to it as own class (utterance letter). When
unknown spoken word by the speaker is received,
the geometric features F1, F2, F3, and F4 are
calculated for this visual speech. After that, these
features are passed to the KNN classifier with k
value 1. The classifier will compute the Euclidian
distance between each feature vector at the
training sets with the extracted feature vector
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from the unknown input word. Through the
minimum distance, the identifier can recognize
type of the visual spoken word.
6. Simulation Result
The performance evaluations of the two proposed
visual speech classifiers (NVG-RAM and KNN)
are explored in this section using the module base
features, which are more suitable to represent the
variation of lip region during speech. Moreover,
less mathematical computation is required to
extract these features. Once the eight points of
interest surrounding the lip boundary are
obtained, the geometric based features (width,
height, left height, and right height) can be
derived and their application in recognizing
utterances can be checked. A person‟s utterance
dependent discriminator for the English alphabet
letters is used in each of the proposed six
classifiers of the VSR system.
To evaluate the performance of the proposed
VSR systems, two sets from thirty persons‟
utterances videos were adopted. Each set consists
of the utterance videos from thirty talkers with
different genders and ages, where, every speaker
utters the alphabet English letters from „A‟ to „Z‟.
All the simulation results, including automatic
extraction of the visual features from the input
speakers' videos, training and testing of the
classifiers performance of the VSR system, are
performed using MATLAB2014a program.
The proposed lips geometric features produced
high performance when used as inputs to NVGRAM classifiers in order to recognize twenty
six speakers‟ utterances as shown in Table (1). As
demonstrated in this Table, all the twenty – six
letters have a success rate greater than 88.33%.
The best four classified letters are „I‟, „K‟, „S‟,
and „W‟ with probability of correct recognition
greater than 98% for the two tested sets. The
worst recognition rate of this classifier was found
in the identification of letters „N‟ and „M‟ that is
88.33%. This is due to the similarity between
letters „N‟ and „M‟, as well as, letters „U‟ and
„Q‟, where the variation of the lip movements are
mostly the same during the pronunciations of
these letters. The remaining eighteen letters are
classified with recognition rate greater than 90%,
depending on the way that the speakers utter the
specific letter.
Figure 11 shows the performance of the VSR
NVG-RAM classifier for the thirty speakers
individually. Eight speakers of the two tested sets
have full utterance identification, while the
success rate of eleven persons is greater than
95%. The probability of correct classification of
the other speakers ranged from 78.84% to
741
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94.23%, but one drawback is in speaker index
fifteen, where the success rate is 63.46% because
the speaker moves his head widely during speech
making the extracted features inaccurate. The
overall success rate of this classifier is 94.68%
when identifying UOTEletters corpora
Table 1: Confusion matrix of VSR-NVGRAM
classifiers

Figure 11: speaker utterance identification using
VSR-NVGRAM classifier

Vol. 36, Part A, No. 2, 2018
The overall success rate of the utterance
identification, using the VSR –KNN classifier, is
92,628% as illustrated by the confusion matrix in
Table 2. The best performance observed from this
table is for letter „I‟. The success rate of this letter
is 98.35% for all testing sets.
The probabilities of correct recognition for (five)
letters varied from 83.3% to 88.3%, because the
height feature value of these letters are closed,
hence they will be classified as different letters.
The lowest
found in this classifier is for letter
„U‟, because of the confusion of this letter with
letter „Q‟. The probabilities of correct
discrimination for the remaining letters are above
90%, depending on the overlapping between
them.
The total probability of classification based on
speaker index using VSR-KNN is the same as
that for letter recognition as shown in Figure 12.
From this figure, the success rate for four
speakers is 100%, while twelve speakers have a
recognition rate above 95%. The PCC for thirteen
speakers are found over the range from 78 to
94.23. As in VS-NVGRAM, the minimum
recognition rate is 59.61 and it‟s for person
fifteen.
7. Conclusion
Recently, automatic speech recognition systems
sparked off a great deal of interest. The ASR
system is consists in the main of two parts,
acoustic and visual speech identification. In this
paper, the focus is on VSR system only. The
proposed VSR systems classify efficiently
twenty-six English alphabet letters of uttered by
thirty speakers. The identification processes
depend only on the visual information in mouth
shape variation for those talkers. A new proposed
segmentation method is utilized to isolate the lips
boundary from the mouth images. The result is
quite impressive as compared with previous
approaches, where the lip region is bounded
accurately without any additional pixel noise. The
success rate, when applying this algorithm on the
utterance images from thirty is 98.58%.Using
new approaches for visual feature extraction, one
types of visual (geometric) features are extracted
from the lip images that represent the speakers'
utterances. The geometric feature utilizes a set of
pixels points surrounding the lips area to calculate
the height, width, left height, and right height of
the mouth boundary. Based on the visual
geometric features, the simulation result shows
that, the proposed VSR NVG RAM classifiers
have a success rate about 94,649% while, 92.62%
for VSR KNN
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Table 2: Confusion matrix of VSR-NVGRAM
classifiers

Figure 12: speaker utterance identification using
VSR-KNN classifier
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